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Abstract

This paper describes the system we built as
the YNU-HPCC team in the SemEval-2021
Task 11: NLPContributionGraph. This task
involves first identifying sentences in the giv-
en natural language processing (NLP) schol-
arly articles that reflect research contribution-
s through binary classification; then identify-
ing the core scientific terms and their relation
phrases from these contribution sentences by
sequence labeling; and finally, these scientific
terms and relation phrases are categorized, i-
dentified, and organized into subject-predicate-
object triples to form a knowledge graph with
the help of multiclass classification and multi-
label classification. We developed a system for
this task using a pre-trained language represen-
tation model called BERT that stands for Bidi-
rectional Encoder Representations from Trans-
formers, and achieved good results. The av-
erage F1-score for Evaluation Phase 2, Part 1
was 0.4562 and ranked 7th, and the average
F1-score for Evaluation Phase 2, Part 2 was
0.6541, and also ranked 7th.

1 Introduction

As the number of research publications increases,
there is a growing need for digital libraries to equip
researchers with alternative knowledge represen-
tations. In addition, because scientific literature
is growing at a rapid rate and researchers today
are faced with a publication deluge, it is difficult
to keep up with the research progress even within
ones own narrow discipline. The open research
knowledge graph (ORKG) (Jaradeh et al., 2019)
is posited as a solution to the problem of keeping
track of research progress without the cognitive
overload imposed by reading dozens of full paper-
s. To this end, the aim of this task is to build a
comprehensive knowledge graph that represents
the research contributions of scholarly publications

per paper and also shows where the contribution-
s are interconnected across papers (D’Souza and
Auer, 2020).

The task was defined on a dataset containing nat-
ural language processing (NLP) scholarly articles
with their contributions structured to be integrable
within a knowledge graph infrastructure, such as
the ORKG. The structured contribution annotation-
s were provided as follows: (1) contribution sen-
tences: a set of sentences about the contribution
in the article; (2) scientific terms and relations:
a set of scientific terms and relational cue phras-
es extracted from the contribution sentences; and
(3) triples: semantic statements that pair scientific
terms with a relation, modeled toward the subject-
predicate-object statements for building knowledge
graph. The triples were organized under three
(mandatory) or more of the twelve total informa-
tion units (i.e., ResearchProblem, Approach, Mod-
el, Code, Dataset, ExperimentalSetup, Hyperpa-
rameters, Baselines, Results, Tasks, Experiments,
and AblationAnalysis). An illustration of this pro-
cess is shown in Figure 1.

The difficulty of this task lies in text classifi-
cation (Joulin et al., 2017) and sequence labeling
(Ma and Hovy, 2016). Text classification refers
to determining which of the two or more labels a
one-dimensional linear sequence belongs to. Simi-
larly, sequence labeling is used to tag each element
in a one-dimensional linear sequence with a label
from a set of labels. Before the popularity of deep
learning, the common solutions to the sequence-
labeling problem were all based on either the hid-
den Markov model (Zhou and Su, 2001) or con-
ditional random field (CRF) (Ye and Ling, 2018),
with CRF being the mainstream method. With
the development of deep learning, convolutional
neural networks (CNN) (Kim, 2014) and recurren-
t neural networks (RNN) (Cho et al., 2014) have
achieved great success in text classification and se-
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Figure 1: Example of contribution extraction of NLP scholarly articles

quence labeling. Since then, long short-term mem-
ory (LSTM) (Wang and Jiang, 2016), Bi-LSTM
(Bi-directional long short-term memory), and other
models (Yuan et al., 2020) have performed better
than CNN and RNN in text classification and se-
quence labeling . However, since the introduction
of bidirectional encoder representations from trans-
formers (BERT) (Devlin et al., 2018), the accuracy
and training efficiency in both text classification
and sequence labeling have reached new heights.

The SemEval-2021 shared Task 11 (D’Souza
et al., 2021) consists of three subtasks:

• Subtask 1: identifying contribution sentence-
s;

• Subtask 2: identifying scientific terms and p-
redicate phrases;

• Subtask 3: categorizing, identifying and orga-
nizing scientific terms and predicate phrases
into subject-predicate-object triples.

In this study, after analysis, we converted the
above three subtasks into four downstream tasks in
the field of NLP: binary classification for solving
Subtask 1, sequence labeling for solving Subtask
2, multiclass classification and multi-label classi-
fication for solving Subtask 3. Then, we used a
pre-trained language model, BERT, to generate
word embeddings and integrated them into the cor-
responding models for the different tasks. After

completion of the task, our results were satisfacto-
ry. Our submission ranked 7th in both Part 1 and
Part 2 of Evaluation Phase 2. The implementation
for our system is made available via Github1.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 describes the details of the BERT
model used in our system. Section 3 presents the
experimental results. Finally, the conclusions are
presented in Section 4.

2 System Description

We used a pre-trained BERT model to accomplish
the task, which was defined in terms of three dataset
annotation elements, where the extraction of each
data element relied on the extraction of the previous
data element.

2.1 Subtask 1: Sentence Classification

The first part of this task was to extract sentences
that reflected the research contribution in the given
NLP scholarly articles. We termed this sentence
classification (Dao et al., 2020), where we predict-
ed whether a sentence in an article was a contri-
bution sentence. To this end, our approach was to
pass each sentence in an article through the pre-
trained BERT model to generate 768-dimensional
word embeddings for each word in the sentence.
The next thing we were going to do was to take the
word embeddings of the first token of each sentence

1https://github.com/maxinge8698/
SemEval2021-Task11

https://github.com/maxinge8698/SemEval2021-Task11
https://github.com/maxinge8698/SemEval2021-Task11
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(i.e. ‘[CLS]’) to do sentence classification because
it integrated the semantic information of the whole
sentence. Then this word embeddings acquired
from the previous step was connected with a fully
connected layer that converted the 768-dimensional
input into 2-dimensional numerical values. These
values were then input into softmax to calculate the
probability of a sentence being a contribution sen-
tence. Finally, the probability outcomes were input
into argmax, where, in our experimental setup, an
output of 1 indicated a contribution sentence and 0
indicated the contrary. The overall architecture of
the system is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: System of binary classification for sentence
classification task

2.2 Subtask 2: Span Identification

Span identification (Singh et al., 2020) was a bina-
ry sequence tagging task where we classified each
token in a contribution sentence to indicate whether
it was part of a scientific term or predicate phrase
fragment. We passed the contribution sentence i-
dentified from Subtask 1 into a pre-trained BERT
model and obtained embeddings for each token in
the sequence. Next, the word embeddings for each
token were passed through a fully connected layer,
and thereafter through softmax and argmax, where
they were mapped to a class label respectively ex-
cept the tokens of ‘[CLS]’ and ‘[SEP]’, indicating
whether the token was part of a scientific term or
predicate phrase fragment. The model architec-
ture is illustrated in Figure 3. Note that the fully
connected layer, softmax, and argmax were shared
across all tokens.

Figure 3: System of sequence labeling for span identi-
fication task

2.3 Subtask 3: Triple Extraction

This subtask was the most cardinal and complex
step in the entire task. This could be considered
a relation extraction task (Lin et al., 2016), which
was completed by dividing into parts information
units classification and triple formation. First, it
was necessary to classify all scientific term and
predicate phrases in a contribution sentence extract-
ed from Subtask 2 to determine which category
of the 12 information units the extracted phrases
belonged to. This was a multiclass-sequence clas-
sification problem, where we identified the unit
information belonging to the scientific term and
predicate phrase fragments in a given contribution
sentence by concatenating all phrases into a single
string to feed our model. The system architecture
of this part was similar to the sentence classifica-
tion system, except that there were 12 class labels
and 12 output dimensions instead of 2 each (re-
fer to Figure 4a). The next step was to identify
the subject, predicate, and object in the scientific
term and predicate phrases included in a contribu-
tion sentence obtained from Subtask 2 by using
multi-label classification. More specifically, each
scientific term and predicate phrase could be la-
beled with one or more of the three tags of subject,
predicate and object, which could be solved by
transforming the multi-label classification problem
into three binary classification problems similar
to the sentence classification system whereas us-
ing each phrase as input instead of each sentence.
First, a binary classification system was used to
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(a) Multiclass classification system for classifying informa-
tion unit

(b) Multi-label classification system for identifying subjects

(c) Multi-label classification system for identifying predicates (d) Multi-label classification system for identifying objects

Figure 4: System of multiclass classification and multi-label classification for triple extraction task
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identify the subject in each scientific term and pred-
icate phrase (refer to Figure 4b). Then, a second
binary classification system was used to identify
the predicate (refer to Figure 4c), and a third bi-
nary classification system was used to identify the
object (refer to Figure 4d). A brief overview of
this system is presented in Figure 4. At the end of
the classification, for all phrases in a contribution
sentence, that the corresponding label conformed
to the subject-predicate-object order was found as
triples iteratively from the beginning position.

3 Experimental Results

Datasets. The NLPContributionGraph shared
task comprises a dataset of NLP scholarly articles
with annotated contributions. The annotations were
provided in terms of three data elements: (1) con-
tribution sentences, (2) scientific term and predi-
cate phrases from the sentences, and (3) (subject,
predicate, object) triple statements. All the triples
together formed the contribution-centered knowl-
edge graph of the articles. The dataset released by
the organizers contained 237 annotated articles as
training data and 155 annotated articles as testing
data for the final evaluation phases. For the training
data, the annotations of each scholarly article were
provided in a directory. The directory contained the
full article in plain text, which was pre-processed
for tokenization and sentence splitting. The anno-
tations were provided in the following three files:
(1) sentence.txt, specifying the annotated contri-
bution sentence numbers from the plain text file;
(2) entities.txt, specifying the sentence number,
tab-separated from the start and end token num-
bers of the annotated phrase in the sentence; and
(3) a directory triples/ containing files with triples
of scientific term and phrase pairs and a relation
cue phrase, and the files were named to indicate
the information unit that the triple data represent-
ed. For the article under the directory “training-
data/natural language inference/0” as illustrated in
Table 1, the sentence.txt file gave the line index
of the articles contribution sentences (starting at
1). As illustrated in Table 2, the entities.txt file
presented the line index which was identical to sen-
tence.txt file, beginning position (starting at 0), end
position, and corresponding text content of the sci-
entific term and predicate phrases for each of the
contribution sentences of the article. As illustrated
in Table 3, the triples folder contained files named
as one of the 12 information units covered in the

article, and each information unit file provided (sub-
ject, predicate, object) triples that were comprised
of the scientific term and predicate phrases.

Evaluation Metrics. An NLPContributionGrap-
h submission would be considered complete with
predictions made for all three tasks (sentences,
phrases, triples). The evaluation metrics that were
applied are

• Sentences: precision, recall and F1-score;

• Phrases: precision, recall and F1-score;

• Triples: precision, recall and F1-score overall
and for each information unit.

The calculation of these three evaluation metrics
is as follows:

precision =
true positives

true positives+ false positives
(1)

recall =
true positives

true positives+ false negatives
(2)

F1 = 2 · precision · recall
precision+ recall

(3)

For the final evaluation stage of the task, the
evaluation metrics is as follows:

F1 = avg(F1(Sentences), F1(Phrases),
F1(InformationUnits),F1(Triples))

(4)

Implementation Details. The articles were split
into sentences to feed into the language model,
which resulted in 55,201 sentences in the training
data (44,160 sentences served as the training set
and 11,041 as the development set) with a maxi-
mum length of 398 words, and 33,800 sentences
in testing data that originated from the evaluation
phase, with a maximum length of 385 words. We
used the Tensorflow framework provided by the
Huggingface2 library for the pre-trained BERT
models and bert-base-uncased for binary
classification, sequence labeling, multiclass clas-
sification, and multi-label classification included
in this task. In addition, we fine-tuned the model
using the Adam optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter,
2018), by using a loss function of categorical cross-
entropy with a learning rate of 2×10−5 and a batch
size of 8 for three epochs. The activation function
used by the fully connected layer was softmax.

2https://huggingface.co

https://huggingface.co
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article directory sentences
training-data/natural 2
language inference/0 11

13

Table 1: Part of sentences.txt corresponded to an article

article directory sentences begin offset end offset text
training-data/natural 2 30 48 Text Comprehension
language inference/0 11 37 75 https://github.com/bdhingra/ga-

reader
13 43 58 machine reading

Table 2: Part of entities.txt corresponded to an article

article directory research-problem.txt code.txt
training-data/natural (Contribution||has research (Contribution||Code||https://
language inference/0 problem||Text Comprehension) github.com/bdhingra/ga-reader)

(Contribution||has research
problem||machine reading)

Table 3: Part of triples corresponded to an article

Result and Discussion. To allow a thorough e-
valuation of the systems, NLPContributionGraph
was be organized into three evaluation phases:

• Evaluation Phase 1: End-to-end pipeline
testing phase. The participant systems were
expected to output contribution sentences,
their corresponding scientific terms, and pred-
icate phrases as well as triples.

• Evaluation Phase 2, Part 1: Phrases ex-
traction testing. The participant systems
were given gold-annotated contribution sen-
tences and were expected to provide purely
scientific terms and predicate phrases as well
as triples as extraction output.

• Evaluation Phase 2, Part 2: Triples extrac-
tion testing. The participant systems were
given gold phrases and were expected to pro-
vide triples as the only output.

We used the Scikit-Learn3 library to divide the
training data into training and development sets in
a 8:2 ratio. We trained our models on the training
set and evaluated the prediction with the golden
scores of the good performance of our approaches.
For these three subtasks, the F1-score, Precision,
and Recall of our system on the development set
are shown in Table 4.

3https://scikit-learn.org

Our system achieved an average F1-score of
0.4562 in Evaluation Phase 2, Part 1 and ranked 7th
among the participating systems, and an average
F1-score of 0.6541 in Evaluation Phase 2, Part 2
and also ranked 7th among all participants. The
results showed that our proposed system was effec-
tive in extracting contributions from an NLP schol-
arly article. The main reason was that the BERT
model is a multi-layer bidirectional transformer en-
coder, which can be integrated into various NLP
downstream tasks and achieves the best results.

Subtask F1-score Precision Recall
Subtask1 0.6423 0.6554 0.6932
Subtask2 0.4768 0.5326 0.4356
Subtask3 0.4385 0.4109 0.6151

Table 4: Score of the pre-trained BERT model for the
three subtasks on the development set

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented the system we submit-
ted to the SemEval-2021 Task 11, which leveraged
a pre-trained BERT model to extract contributions
from an NLP scholarly article using binary classifi-
cation, sequence labeling, multiclass classification,
and multi-label classification. The experimental
results showed that the proposed models achieved
a good performance in the final evaluation phases.

https://scikit-learn.org
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Furthermore, in the three subtasks, there appeared
to be significant room for improvement compared
to the top-ranked participant systems. Therefore, in
future research, we will attempt to generalize mod-
els with better capabilities to obtain better results.
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